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ATOMIC SEX
Dirty talk with a dirty girl, just the way you like it.
And this proves that commodified sex just ain't no
good. You don't need a prostitute, you need a
good time!
MISS WONDERFUL: Good afternoon. How may I
help you?
HOME: Hi, is that Miss Wonderful?
MISS WONDERFUL: Yes it is.
HOME: You said to call back.
MISS WONDERFUL: Yes, thank you, as you were
saying?
HOME:: I'd like to try and have sex at a nuclear
power station.
MISS WONDERFUL: To go where?
HOME: A nuclear power station.
MISS WONDERFUL: A nuclear power station,
where's that?
HOME: There's one on the coast at Kent, there's
one just outside Leiston in Suffolk called Sizewell.
They have free trips in for the public. I've done
things like planes and trains and I wanted to try
something more unusual but I can't find anyone
to do it with me.
MISS WONDERFUL: But that would be very
expensive for you.
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HOME: You must have people ask for dwarfs and
stuff like that.

MADAM: I've had dwarf customers but not anyone
asking for a dwarf.

MADAM: Never in all my years of doing this phone
have I ever heard anything like that. That is
excellent!

HOME: No? People are pretty straight aren't they.
MADAM: They're weird aren't they, why they can't
all think like you I shall never know.

HOME: You've never had anyone ask for that
before?

HOME: No they all want the same things.
MADAM: They're so boring aren't they.

MADAM: You're brilliant, that's so good, I've
heard some things but that is a first.

HOME: Just domination, who needs it?
MADAM: Who needs it when they can have
someone that can dislocate their whole body.

HOME: I have in circus shows, yeah.
MADAM: I'll tell you what, it's you that should be
on stage, you're fucking excellent. Have you ever
come across anyone that can do that then?

HOME: Yeah, parts of their body, I just think it
would be really interesting to have sex with
someone while their body was dislocated.

HOME: I mean people who can perform the kind
of things you see in side-show acts. What I'm
particularly interested in are people who can
dislocate parts of their body at will.

MADAM: It would just be amazing, wouldn't it!
HOME: It would be really weird, something a bit
different.
MADAM: So can you explain to me, at what point
did it cross your mind that this would be
something that you could be interested in? Were
you sat at home thinking about it, did you go to
the circus?

MADAM: What do you mean?
HOME: Hi, have you got anyone there who has
any carnival or circus skills?
MADAM: Hello.

HOME: I think it's a mixture of things. You've
been living with the same person for a long time.
It's the same old hole day after day, and you go
to the circus and think this is a bit more exciting.
People can do some weird things with their bodies

Or how to make a prostitute laugh... she
eventually realised I was having a bubble bath,
but the sex worker taking this call had never
heard a request like mine before...
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HOME: Okay, thank you.

MISS WONDERFUL: Thank you, bye.
HOME: Bye.

MISS WONDERFUL: No, no, no.
HOME: You don't think so?

A recording of this call can be heard at:

MISS WONDERFUL: In the beach that's different,
on the train that's different, but in a nuclear
power station, I don't think I'd be able to do that,
I'm sorry.

http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=kenN02giMDI
Among the many points I was making with these
prank calls is that commodified sex like
everything else in an alienated society lacks
excitement and imagination. As the Situationists
pointed out back in the sixties, while those of us
privileged enough to live in the overdeveloped
world are unlikely to die of hunger, we still risk
dying from boredom.

HOME: It's possible but you have to try different
things. They do have toilets and stuff in there.
I've had sex in lots of places. I've had sex in
stone circles, in the sea, on beaches, on planes
and trains.
MISS WONDERFUL: Well, okay normally if you're
doing hotel visits, but I don't think that would be
possible. For one thing we might be arrested.
HOME: How many hours would you be prepared
to put in for that, if you reckon five hundred?
MISS WONDERFUL: Yes.
HOME: About five hundred?
MISS WONDERFUL: About five hundred pounds.
HOME: What sort of price would you be looking
at?
MISS WONDERFUL: Yes.
HOME: Yeah, because you'd obviously want
money for the time getting up there and getting
back.

if they do a lot of training.
MADAM: How long have you been on your quest
to find this?
HOME: I've only started today, I've never tried
calling these numbers before but I'm getting
really bored, it's all the same stuff, no one does
anything at all different.
MADAM: Let me tell you the girl that's here today
has got the most huge tits you've ever seen in
your life and they're real!
HOME: Yeah, no silicon?
MADAM: I swear there is not a bit of silicon in
her, they are humungo.
HOME: Yeah.
MADAM: They arrive in the bedroom five minutes
before she does.

http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=ADhLzbmXaoE
A recording of this call can be heard at:

HOME: They're that big?
HOME: Yeah.

MADAM: They're huge.

MADAM: Ring us again won't you?

HOME: How does she get through the door?

HOME: Bye.

MADAM: I have to assist her. There's two of us
that push them into the room sir, but you have to
make sure you've got protective clothing on,
because they can damage.

MADAM: Bye darling.
HOME: Yeah, I will.
MADAM: You are brilliant. I really did enjoy
talking to you, please call again.

HOME: Yeah.

HOME: Still seeking circus acts.

MADAM: Are you going to come and meet us?

MADAM: You're just arseing about.

HOME: No.
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